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Summary

Overdraft fees have become a new focus
of big banks, neo banks and regulators.

https://www.theregreview.org/2022/01/22/saturday-seminar-united-states-over-overdraft-fees/
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Summary

Overdraft fees have become a new focus
of big banks, neo banks and regulators.
•

Large banks are offering alternatives,

Bank of America will cut or eliminate overdraft
fees in 2022.

enhancing funds availability, eliminating
NSF fees, lowering overdraft fees and
putting the customer in more control.

•

Neo-banks are offering no overdraft fee

accounts, no fees for deficit balances up to
$200, enhanced deposit services and
increased customer control.

•

Regulatory bodies, lawmakers and
consumer advocates are much more
aggressively attacking overdraft fees.

https://www.cnet.com/personal-finance/banking/farewell-tobounced-check-fees-big-banks-overhaul-overdraft-policies/
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Summary

• What is driving the new
focus on overdraft fees
and what are the likely
outcomes?
• How should community
banks respond?
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Summary

Competitive Innovation Is Driving
Change In Addition To Regulatory Pressures
1. Diverging business economics.

The cost structures, technologies and
importance of overdraft revenue are diverging
among large banks, neo banks, non-banks and
community banks.

2. Increasing near real time,
customer-choice technology.

Near real-time technology vs old batch
processing (the original source of overdrafts) is
enabling customer overdraft choice and options
(e.g., PNC Virtual Wallet Low Cash Mode, Chime)

3. Regulatory bodies and consumer
advocates.

Pressure is growing and gaining momentum to
promote banks limiting overdraft fees and taking
more responsibility for “customer success.”
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Summary

Community Bank Response:
Segment Overdraft Services To Increase Customer Choice
1. Offer profitable, automated “no
overdraft fee ever” accounts
option for customer success.

Address regulatory and customer success concerns
with a profitable, automated no overdraft fee
account with no-credit-check line of credit equal to
the OD limit without cannibalizing current fees.

2. Protect and enhance automated
service and fees to willing and
able-to-pay OD customers.

The cost structures and importance of overdraft
revenue of community banks is different than large
banks and neo banks, and customers value this
service from us or non-banks.

3. Provide automated, interest-free
loan to deficit OD accounts in
delinquent status.

Keep customers who have and will generate
revenue for you.
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Competition Drives Innovation More Than Regulation

1. Diverging economics for community banks.
Diverging economies of scale give
large banks NIE advantage.
Historically not a large bank
advantage and 20 bps in favor
community bank’s favor, large
banks have separated by 40 bps
(15%) in NIE and growing as they
leverage technology. .
FDIC Community Banking Study, December 2020
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Competition Drives Innovation More Than Regulation

1. Diverging economics for community banks.
Service charge revenue is far more
important to community banks
than large banks, who have much
larger NII and more NII sources.

FDIC Community Banking Study, December 2020
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Competition Drives Innovation More Than Regulation

1. Diverging economics for community banks.
Banking costs are mostly fixed
costs. Checking maintenance fees
for large banks average 50%
higher than community banks,
requiring less use fees to cover
costs.
Their revenues offset costs, equal
to over 2 NSFs per account
annually, justified with improved
technology.

Money Rates
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Competition Drives Innovation More Than Regulation

1. Diverging economics for community banks.
Large bank, less reliant on OD
fees but earning maintenance
fees, are offering OD savings.

• Reduce fee per overdraft ($10 Bank of
America) or no overdraft fee ever
checking account.

In many cases they also have
requirements such as direct
deposit and specific accounts.
(e.g., PNC Virtual Wallet)

• Up to 48 hours to clear up NSF before
fee charged.

• Up to $200 in deficit balance with no
fee

• No overdraft fee ever accounts.
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Competition Drives Innovation More Than Regulation

1. Diverging economics for community banks.
Large Banks are being pushed by
Neo Banks and Challenger banks
which have lower costs and no
existing NSF revenue so they can
be disruptive in segmenting the
market.
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Competition Drives Innovation More Than Regulation

1. Diverging economics for community banks.
Neo Banks are responding to large
bank initiatives to further enhance
services with overdraft fees as
competitive center piece.
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Competition Drives Innovation More Than Regulation

1. Diverging economics for community banks.
Non bank pay day loan and biller
revenues, meanwhile, have grown
revenue substantially in the last 10
years as many community banks have
taken dormant strategies with Reg E.
Biller fees not in regulatory purview.
• The value of overdraft services is not set
by bankers with avarice but by
marketplace alternatives.
• A key difference is non-bank alternatives
require pro-active choice by users.
Moebs Economic Services
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Competition Drives Innovation More Than Regulation

2. Increasingly “real-time” technology.
Real time technology vs old batch

processing (NSFs were originally a batch
issue) is enabling customer control and
options for Large Banks and Neo Banks (e.g.,
PNC Virtual Wallet Low Cash Mode, Chime).
These features provide some benefit, but the
real key which solves the issues at right is
accounts with no overdraft fees ever as
offered by Wells Fargo, Ally, and Chime.

• See upcoming items before they are presented.
• Deposit availability two days early
• Up to 48 hours to clear up deficit balance with
no fee.
• Customer ability to choose to return an item
rather than overdraft.
• Automated payment plans to clear up
delinquent balance.
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Competition Drives Innovation More Than Regulation

3. Regulatory bodies and consumer advocates “customer success.”
Regulatory changes are a
significant risk driven by
administration changes and
growing strength of advocates like
BankOn.

• Maloney Overdraft Protection Act 2021.
• Booker/Warren Stop Overdraft Profiteering
Act 2021
• Director Rohit Chopra of CFPB announced a
crackdown on large banks.
• OCC Offers Ways to Reform OD Fees

The account must be incapable of incurring both
overdraft and Non-Sufficient Fund (NSF) fees.
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Competition Drives Innovation More Than Regulation

3. Regulatory bodies and consumer advocates “customer success.”
The CFPB unchecked in power, is
saber-rattling again after the
attack on overdrafts in 2012.
Many think the Biden
administration will see a return to
a much more activist Consumer
Financial Protection Bureau.
Bank executives have noted zeal
exceeds analytics.

There’s been an “explosion” in
junk fees, such as overdraft fees
charged by banks…

Richard Hunt, the president and CEO of the
Consumer Bankers Association, said the
CFPB’s initiative was an attempt to
“fearmonger,” calling it “fuzzy math at its
best and political theater at its worst.”
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Competition Drives Innovation More Than Regulation

3. Regulatory bodies and consumer advocates “customer success.”
Community bank checking
accounts at present are still the
most economic transaction tool
for consumers annually.
The challenge for some customer
segments is the choice to be
assured no NSF or overdraft fee
ever will be charged.
The Cost of Being Unbanked and Banked
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Competition Drives Innovation More Than Regulation

3. Regulatory bodies and consumer advocates “customer success.”
Community banks meet current
regulation and compliance. What
additional might occur?
If drastic changes are made
community bankers will respond
with simply higher maintenance
fees, but to the detriment to many
consumers.

• Fees be proportional to
transactional costs, reducing the
fee.
• Limit fees charged (Maloney 1 per
month)
• Not allow fees on debit
transactions (a check is a UCC
instrument with long case law; a
debit transaction is not.)
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Competition Drives Innovation More Than Regulation

3. Regulatory bodies and consumer advocates “customer success.”
Three Questions for Community Banks
The future for overdraft services
for community banks is
• increased customer choice and
control by a segment of
overdraft customers, and
• a no overdraft fees ever
service for competitive and
regulatory reasons.

• “Do you have an account where I can
be assured I will never have an NSF or
overdraft fee?”
• “Can I be in more control rather than
you for when an items stands as paid
vs declined?”
• “If I unfortunately generate a negative
balance, can I have more time to clear
it up?”
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Community Banks Response: Enhance Segmented Choice
1. Offer profitable, automated “no overdraft fee ever”
SafeLink account with liquidity option for customer success.
• Provide a return-all, no NSF/OD fee every service charge code account
for those that want to switch easily online or new accounts. (As with
OD users, less than 10% will want)
• Allow the current “OD limit field” as a automated, 0-interest Reg Z
loan paid back $50 a month. (same risk you have now)
• No credit check, but responsible account management of < 10 overdrafts a year.
No cannibalization of existing fees as OD users do not want “return all.”
• Checking history with you of 90 days.
• Can move money by phone in real-time to cover an in-store debit decline.

• Charge a $9.95 month fee for the account (equivalent of about 3
overdrafts).
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Community Banks Response: Enhance Segmented Choice
1. Offer profitable, automated “no overdraft fee ever”
SafeLink account with liquidity option for customer success.
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Community Banks Response: Enhance Segmented Choice
2. Protect and Enhance Automated Service and Fees
Those Willing and Able-To-Pay OD customers.
• Automate OD limits according to demonstrated deposit activity and
ability to pay.
• Overdrafters with with 10 or more a year, 70% of your income, have
the highest deposit velocity and ability to pay.
• Deposit velocity will give them higher limits and support a casual
financial lifestyle they desire.
• You provide them better service and sustain and grow revenue.
• Provide updated Reg E decision process for customer choice.
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Community Banks Response: Enhance Segmented Choice
2. Protect and Enhance Automated Service and Fees
Those Willing and Able-To-Pay OD customers.
Embrace a transparent Reg E decision
process to support customer choice
who want overdraft services.

We have treated Reg E as if we are
embarrassed if you opt in, while one
quarter of the market wants to opt in.

Curinos
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Community Banks Response: Enhance Segmented Choice
2. Protect and Enhance Automated Service and Fees
Those Willing and Able-To-Pay OD customers.

The most frequent over
drafters have the highest
deposit activity for ability
to repay.
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Community Banks Response: Enhance Segmented Choice
3. Provide automated, interest-free loan to deficit
OD accounts in delinquent status.
• Offer to customers at 20 days overdrawn six or twelve month
interest free automated loan.
• Reduce loss of customers paying you. 50% of charged off
accounts clear up in six months.
• Reduce charge offs and risk of charge off.
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Community Banks Response: Enhance Segmented Choice
3. Provide automated, interest-free loan to deficit
OD accounts in delinquent status.
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RCGILTNER Services, Inc.
www.rcgiltner.com
• ODManager
• SafeLink
• New Start Loan
• Operations Management
• Retail Training
• Compliance
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Appendix: Sample Review of New Overdraft Approaches.
Wells Fargo
Wells Fargo is building on the Clear Access BankingSM, which Wells Fargo introduced in September 2020, is a consumer bank account
that charges no overdraft fees. It now has over 1.1 million customers.
New actions announced today for consumer deposit customers
Elimination of transfer fees for customers enrolled in Overdraft Protection –By the end of the first quarter, customers enrolled in
Wells Fargo’s Overdraft Protection service will no longer pay a fee when funds from a linked account are used to cover transactions
on the customer’s checking account.
Elimination of non-sufficient funds (NSF) fees –By the end of the first quarter, customers will no longer pay a returned item fee if
Wells Fargo returns a check or electronic transaction unpaid because the customer does not have enough available funds in the
deposit account to cover the payment.
Early access to direct deposits – Customers who receive eligible direct deposits will be able to access funds up to two days earlier
than scheduled.
24-hour grace period – Customers who overdraw their deposit account will have 24 hours to cover the overdraft before incurring an
overdraft fee.
New easy-access, short-term credit product – To give consumers another option to meet personal financial needs, such as paying a
bill or making a small purchase, Wells Fargo will offer qualifying customers a new, short-term loan of up to $500. The loan and an
upfront flat fee will be repaid through monthly installments. This new product is expected to be offered by the end of 2022.29

Appendix: Sample Review of New Overdraft Approaches.
PNC Bank
PNC has introduced "Low Cash Mode to give customers the ability to avoid unnecessary overdraft fees. With this
new tool, they able to shift away from the industry's widely used overdraft approach, which we believe is
unsustainable," said William S. Demchak, PNC's chairman, president and chief executive officer. "Low Cash
Mode is a great example of how advances in our technology allow us to better align with a core principle of
supporting our customers' financial well-being. This is the right move for our customers and the bank.“
Built on patent-pending technology, Low Cash Mode℠ comes with the Spend account inside of PNC's industryleading Virtual Wallet® and gives customers Payment Control, including the power to prioritize by determining
whether certain debits (checks and ACH transactions) are processed that otherwise might result in overdrafts,
rather than the common industry practice of the bank making the decision. Real-time intelligent alerts let
customers know when their balance is low and – if it is negative – Low Cash Mode℠ provides at least 24 hours
of "extra time," and often more, to prevent or address overdrafts before fees are charged.
Bank of America
In May, Bank of America will also reduce the penalty for overdrafting from $35 down to $10. Plus it will be
eliminating the transfer fees for overdraft protection. The fee for bounced checks will end in February.
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Appendix: Sample Review of New Overdraft Approaches.
Huntington Bank
Offers its 24-Hour Grace feature to give you extra time to make a deposit to avoid
overdraft fees. Huntington also offers a feature called the $50 Safety Zone—if you
accidentally overdraw your account by $50 or less, you won’t be charged an overdraft fee.
On June 1, 2021, Huntington also announced a new service called Standby Cash, which lets
eligible customers qualify for an instant line of credit up to $1,000; this line of credit is
connected to the customer’s checking account and can help thwart overdraft fees.
Alliant Credit Union
Alliant Credit Union, a $14 billion digital credit union, announced on Aug. 2 that they are
eliminating overdraft fees and NSF fees on all checking and savings accounts. In a
statement, Dennis Devine, president and CEO of Alliant Credit Union said, “Our biggest
priority is doing what’s in the best interest of our members, and that means challenging
historic norms like overdraft and non-sufficient funds fees.”
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Appendix: Sample Review of New Overdraft Approaches.
Axos Bank:
Does not charge overdraft fees or NSF fees on its Essential Checking or Rewards Checking
accounts.
Discover Bank: Does not charge overdraft fees.
nbkc bank: Does not charge overdraft fees.
Chime
With Chime’s SpotMe service, you can overdraw your account by up to $20 on debit card
purchases without being charged an overdraft fee. Chime offers a SpotMe allowance of up to
$200, depending on your account history. (You also need to receive at least $200 per month
of direct deposits to qualify for SpotMe.) Please note that Chime is a financial technology
company, not a bank. Banking services provided by, and debit card issued by, The Bancorp
Bank or Stride Bank, N.A.; Members FDIC.
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Appendix: Sample Review of New Overdraft Approaches.
NorthOne
NorthOne, a small business banking app that partners with The Bancorp Bank to provide
banking services, announced on June 29 that it had eliminated all overdraft fees and NSF fees for
its current and future customers.
“Fees like NSF and overdraft began a long time ago as a deterrent and cost recovery mechanism,
but have since become an entire industry and profit center for many traditional banks,” said
Eytan Bensoussan, CEO & Co-Founder of NorthOne, in a company statement. “That’s not right.
And this can be especially painful for many small businesses. We’re excited to eliminate NSF and
overdraft fees for NorthOne customers and make our pricing even more transparent and simple.”
Ally Bank
Ally Bank, one of the leading digital banks in the U.S., announced on June 2 that it had
eliminated overdraft fees on all accounts, with no requirements or restrictions. Ally Financial
CEO Jeffrey Brown said in a company statement, “Overdraft fees are a pain point for many
consumers but are particularly onerous for some. It is time to end them.”
“Nationwide,” continued Brown, “more than 80% of overdraft fees are paid by consumers living
paycheck to paycheck or with consistently low balances—precisely the people who need help
stabilizing their finances. Eliminating these fees helps keep people from falling further behind
33
and feeling penalized as they catch up.”

